Citation: Salvo J, Lyubasyuk V, Xu M, et al. Next-generation sequencing and novel variant determination in a cohort of 92 familial exudative vitreoretinopathy patients. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2015;56:193756: -194656: . DOI:10.1167 PURPOSE. Familial exudative vitreoretinopathy (FEVR) is a developmental disease that can cause visual impairment and retinal detachment at a young age. Four genes involved in the Wnt signaling pathway were previously linked to this disease: NDP, FDZ4, LRP5, and TSPAN12. Identification of novel disease-causing alleles allows for a deeper understanding of the disease, better molecular diagnosis, and improved treatment.
F amilial exudative vitreoretinopathy (FEVR) is a genetic disorder affecting retinal blood vessel development in young children. 1 Although this disease is associated with a variety of symptomatic outcomes that can appear at any age, all cases of FEVR share a common initial observation of avascularity in the peripheral retina. This primary feature typically is followed by neovascularization of the retina. The overabundance and abnormal growth of blood vessels can lead to fibrovascular proliferation, vitreoretinal traction, retinal folds, retinal tears, and ultimately, retinal detachment and total vision loss.
Much of our understanding of the molecular mechanism of FEVR has come from genetic studies. Currently, a total of five genes have been associated with FEVR. Four of these genes are known to be involved in the Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway, including frizzled-4 (FZD4), low-density lipoprotein receptorrelated protein 5 (LRP5), Norrie disease protein (NDP), and tetraspanin-12 (TSPAN12). The FZD4 gene encodes a Gcoupled receptor that forms a transmembrane receptor complex with binding partners LRP5 and TSPAN12. The NDP gene expression is restricted within the retina and specific neural tissue, and functions as a ligand to the receptor complex. Upon binding to the receptor complex, a cytoplasmic signal is propagated to activate b-catenin, which, in turn, regulates the transcription of many genes required for proper blood vessel formation in the retina. The fifth gene associated with FEVR, zinc finger protein 408 (ZNF408), was discovered recently and shown to be required for normal vascular development in zebrafish. Most pedigrees displaying FEVR follow an autosomal dominant inheritance model due to haploinsufficiency of one of the FEVR-associated proteins; however, there are exceptions. These include the possible recessive inheritance pattern seen with mutations in LRP5 and TSPAN12, as well as the X-linked recessive inheritance pattern seen with NDP.
To date, the contribution of mutations in each known FEVR disease gene to the disease is not well documented due the limited number of studies for systematic molecular character- ization of the patient cohorts. Several studies have been reported where exons of known FEVR-associated genes were PCR amplified and Sanger sequenced to identify potential mutations in a cohort of FEVR patients. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The vast majority of these studies have focused on screening mutations in one gene. There has been only a single instance in which all four FEVR genes have been screened within the same cohort over the course of three reports. [15] [16] [17] However, the size of the cohort screened in these studies is small at only 53 patients. Mutation frequency in each gene varies among these studies. In general, disease-associated variants in FZD4 are the most abundant, attributing to approximately 18.6% of previously reported cases from 10 studies, in which the frequency ranged from 3% to 40%. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] The frequency of LRP5 mutation has been analyzed in four previous reports and displays a slightly lower prevalence with a mean rate of mutation of 15%, with a range from 10% to 25% across these studies. 5, 6, 9, 10 Familial exudative vitreoretinopathy-related NDP mutation rate is best described by a single previous study, in which a mutation rate of 6% was determined (4 of 62 FEVR patients).
14 Similarly, only a single previous study provides an unbiased TSPAN12 mutation rate in a large cohort (90 participants) of 3%. 18 The ZNF408 gene was reported recently and was found in only two FEVR families, including one Dutch family and a Japanese family. 19 Based on these reported studies, we can roughly estimate that mutations in these five genes account for fewer than 50% of FEVR patients.
To gain a clearer picture of the mutation spectrum in FEVR patients, we performed a comprehensive molecular screen for all five genes associated with FEVR using next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology in a large cohort of 92 FEVR probands. Pathogenic mutations have been identified for 44 probands, approximately 48% of our collection. Strikingly, pathogenic mutations have been identified in all five known FEVR-associated genes where 87% of alleles were novel, demonstrating the heterogeneous nature of the disease at the gene and allele level. Frequency of mutation in each gene were calculated with LRP5 and FDZ4 being the most frequently mutated in our patient cohort, followed by TSPAN12, NDP, and ZNF408. Finally, mutations in the newly reported gene ZNF408 were found in one proband, strengthening its association with FEVR.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Subjects
This study was approved by the University of California, San Diego Institutional Review Board. We recruited 92 probands and their family members in this study based on the clinical diagnosis of FEVR. All participants were examined. The diagnosis of FEVR was established based on ophthalmic examination and fundus fluorescein angiography revealing at least one of the following classic findings: peripheral retinal avascularity, severe subretinal exudates, neovascularization, retinal fold or detachment, peripheral fibrovascular mass, macular ectopia, or vitreous hemorrhage. 10 After a proband was seen, the rest of the family was enrolled in the study as affected or control subjects, depending on the results of the ophthalmic exam. Peripheral blood samples from family members who lived in the Southern California area in the United States were collected. All participants have signed an Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved Informed Consent Form, and all identifying information was removed before any research specific analysis.
Targeted DNA Capture and NGS
For each sample, paired-end libraries were created according to the Illumina standard protocol. Co-capture was performed on pool DNA libraries in groups of up to 48 samples. The capture probes were custom designed and produced by Roche Nimblegen, Inc. (Basel, Switzerland). Standard Roche Nimblegen methods were used to capture and wash hybridized DNA fragments. Captured sample DNA was sequenced on an Illumina HiSequation 2000 (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) according to the standard operating protocol.
Data Analysis
Sequenced reads were mapped to the hg19 human reference genome using the BWA alignment tool. 20 Aligned reads were recalibrated and locally realigned using corresponding functions from the Genomic Analysis Tool Kit (GATK). 21 Variants in each sample were determined using Atlas-SNP2 and Atlas-Indel RefSeq, 27 dbNSFP, 28 and internal data from previous studies. These sources (aside from RefSeq and dbNSFP) were especially used to filter improbable variants using frequency cutoffs of 0.5% and 0.1% for recessive and dominant variants, respectively. The RefSeq annotation was applied using the ANNOVAR suite, 29 while other annotation was performed via custom perl scripts. The predicted functional effects of variants were determined using precomputed values of the PhyloP, 30 SIFT, 31 Polyphen2, 32 LRT, 33 and MutationTaster 34 algorithms, collected within the dbNSFP database. Variants were annotated further based on population frequency information from 1000 genome project, ESP4500, and our internal database containing 11,000 controls. Only very rare variants were considered, with a dominant frequency cutoff of 0.05%. Each variant was searched further in dbSNP and HGMD to determine if it had been reported previously as pathogenic. Variants that were not found in these databases were considered novel. In silico functional predictive scores were calculated for all missense variants to evaluate their potential deleteriousness.
PCR and Sanger Sequencing Validation
Primer3 was used to design all PCR primers for Sanger sequence validation. Primers were designed to amplify approximately 500 bp region flanking each validated variant. After amplification, DNA was sequenced on an ABI 3730xI capillary sequencer and subsequently analyzed using Sequencher.
RESULTS
A Large FEVR Patient Cohort
A total of 92 probands and their family members were recruited to participate in this study based on the diagnosis of FEVR in one or more member. This represents one of the largest FEVR patient cohorts. Of these families, 23 were large families of more than 10 known members included in the pedigree, 29 were families with fewer known members, and 40 were sporadic cases with no additional family information. Pedigree information is included for all large families in the Supplementary Material (Supplementary Figs. S1-S15).
Mutation Screen for Known FEVR-Related Genes
Target capture followed by NGS was performed on 92 probands of the patient cohort. Initial sequencing was performed using a custom retinal disease capture panel that included four FEVR disease-related genes, FDZ4, LRP5, NDP, and TSPAN12. More specifically, the custom retinal disease capture panel included probes for the coding region of 163 retinal disease genes (as selected by RetNet). Upon sequencing, reads then were analyzed via the bioinformatics pipeline as described in the Materials and Methods section. High overall sequence coverage was achieved for the target captured bases FIGURE 2. Solved cases based on associated disease genes. Cases with mutations in LRP5 have been split into separate categories for dominant and recessive cases. ''Multiple'' indicates that potentially causative variants were found in more than one disease-associated gene. Next
with a mean coverage of 174 reads per base, and a mean of 97.9% of all bases with greater than 310 coverage. When only considering the coding regions of four known FEVR genes, we saw an average coverage of 184 reads per base, and a mean of 98.4% of all bases with greater than 310 coverage (Fig. 1) . As FEVR is a predominantly rare dominant inherited genetic disorder, variants were stringently filtered based on several databases of known variants. All but the variants found in less than 0.1% of normal controls were removed from our final set of variants (see Materials and Methods). This narrowed the average number of variants found in the four FEVR disease genes from 4.51 average variants per sample to an average of 0.59 variants per sample for further analysis.
Potentially Pathogenic Variants Identification
Following the method as described in the Materials and Methods section, reported and predicted pathogenic variants were found for a total of 45 probands (Tables 1, 2 ). Specifically, mutations in LRP5, FZD4, TSPN12, NDP, and ZNF408 account for 19.6%, 15.2%, 8.7%, 6.5%, and 1.1% of patients, respectively (Fig. 2) . In addition, 48 cases remain unsolved, representing 52% of our patient cohort.
Mutations in LRP5. We found that LRP5 is the most frequently mutated gene in our FEVR patient cohort with putative mutations in LRP5 identified in 18 probands (19.6%). The LRP5 gene has been shown to exhibit dominant and recessive inheritance patterns. Recessive inheritance of LRP5 is most commonly due to compound heterozygous genotypes consisting of missense mutations. Recessive inheritance patterns have been observed in six probands who carry compound heterozygous mutations. In addition, putative lossof-function (LOF) mutations were found in the other 12 probands with dominant inheritance patterns. In total, 23 distinct alleles have been observed. Strikingly, the vast majority of these alleles are novel with only two mutations, c.G1564A: p.A522T and c.C3403T:p.R1135C, having been reported previously. As detailed in Table 1 , patients 2082001, 14023006, and 1007001 carried novel frameshift variants: c.2300delC:p.A767fs, c.2716_2719del:p.906_907del, and c.2737dupT:p.Q912fs, respectively. These novel frameshift variants are likely to be null alleles as they are located near the center of the protein sequence in the extracellular binding domain. As such, severe truncation in this location is likely to be pathogenic. Similarly, a novel splicing variant, c.G2318A:p.G773D, has been found in patient 1402003 and likely causes the exclusion of exon 7, a region containing an essential binding domain. In addition, a total of 19 novel missense variants were predicted to be pathogenic due to their rarity in the population, phylogenetic conservation, and in silico functional prediction. Segregation tests were conducted for families when additional members were available, including family 1346007, 1348009, 14023006, and 1402003, to further support the association of the variants with the disease (Table  3) . Large pedigrees were available for family 1346007 and family 1348009. Figures 3 and 4 depict the segregation analysis of family 1346007 and 1348009, respectively, in which LRP5 mutations are found in each affected patient and only wild type variants are present in unaffected family members. In both cases, mutations are not seen individually in patients and, therefore, potential causation by a single variant could not be determined.
Mutations in FZD4. Mutations in FZD4 were found in 15% of our probands (14/92). A total of 13 FZD4 variants were identified, with one known variant, c.1501_1502del:p.501_501del, found in two patients. Of these 13 variants, six have been reported previously as causative of FEVR, while the other seven are novel (Tables 1,  2) . Two novel frameshift mutations and three novel nonsense mutations have been identified. Three of these 
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five variants disrupt the essential c-terminal PDZ domain. 35 Specifically, c.662_663insA:p.I221fs was found in patient 1027001, which will lead to severe truncation of the protein, and c.1507_1508del:p.503_503del was found in patient 1399004 which will also lead to truncation of the PDZ domain that is essential for its function. Patient 1737001 displays nonsense variant c.G1488A:p.W496X at a similar location near the C-terminus, but before the PDZbinding domain. Two severe nonsense mutations, c.G118T:p.E40X and c.G124T:p.E42X, located near the beginning of the protein, were found in patient 1076003 and 2679002, respectively. In addition, two novel missense variants were identified in FZD4. These missense variants are likely to be pathogenic due to the following reasons: first, both variants are rare in the population with allele frequency less than 0.1%; second, they are conserved across phylogeny; and third, their predicted detrimental function as calculated by four separate algorithms (Table 1) . Familial segregation analysis was performed on families 1080, 1404, and 1344 (Table 3) . Of these families, 1080 and 1344 were large pedigrees shown in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. Affected individuals in each case carried a single copy of the family specific FZD4 mutation, while there were not unaffected carriers in either case. Mutations in NDP. Six probands were discovered to harbor potentially pathogenic NDP alleles. Interestingly, all found alleles were novel, including two nonsense and three missense mutations. The nonsense variant, c.G196T:p.E66X, was found in two patients from independent families, 7794001 and 13788003. Examining the coding SNPs present in each patient reveals that the closest shared variant is more than 0.5 Mb upstream (671,532 bp). Additionally, there is an overall concordance of 33.3% when comparing the coding SNPs between these samples. This corresponds to the average pairwise concordance found in the cohort of 23.5%. These data show that these families were not closely related, and that these variants were not likely due to a distant founder effect. Three novel missense variants in NDP also were discovered, c.C112T:p.R38C, c.C314A:p.A105E, and c.G362A:p.R121Q from patients 1458001, 12876001, and 14500001, respectively. All three variants fit our criteria for rarity, conservation, and functional prediction (Table 1) .
Mutations in TSPAN12. Pathogenic variants in the TSPAN12 have been found in eight probands. Similarly to 
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NDP, all six pathogenic variants of TSPAN12 discovered in this cohort are novel, including two frameshift, two splicing, and two missense variants. One frameshift variant (c.581de-lA:p.H194fs) is shared between two probands, 1400001 and 7429001. In examining SNPs found in probands, a small region from 18,026 bases upstream of this frameshift to 4103 bases downstream contains three shared SNPs and two unique SNPs. The closest shared SNP from the borders of this region is more than 5 Mb away. Although this may provide evidence of some sort of founder effect, it also is noted that the overall concordance of coding SNPs between these probands is approximately 21.5%, below the average pairwise concordance of the cohort. Haplotype analysis shows that these two probands are not closely related. This variant occurs in the sixth of seven exons, and likely causes truncation, leading to the loss of an extracellular, intramembranous, and cytoplasmic domain. The second frameshift variant, c.601delC:p.L201fs, occurs in proband 16300001 and likely causes a similar truncation. One splicing variant, (c.149þ1G>A), was found in probands 16305001 and 16307001. This variant causes the exclusion of exon 2. The second splicing variant, c.612þ1G>A, likely causes the exclusion of exon 6. Both missense variants, c.T308C:p.I103T and c.C440A:p.T147N, from probands 1491001 and 13766001, respectively, are likely to be pathogenic based on low population frequency, high conservation scores, and detrimental functional predictions. Neither variant appeared in any frequency control data sets. Both missense variants have high PhyloP scores of 2.166, and 2.783, respectively, indicating they are highly conserved across species. Finally, c.T308C:p.I103T was predicted to be functionally damaging by all four algorithms used, while c.C440A:p.T147N was predicted by all algorithms except polyphen2 (Table 1) . Segregation testing was performed for variant c.612þ1G>A originally found in proband 810006 with five additional family members, all but one of which were affected. The suspected variant was present in all affected family members, and absent in unaffected family member 810020 (Fig. 7) . Mutations in ZNF408. As the association between ZNF408 and FEVR has just been reported, it had not been included in our capture panel. To assess the frequency of ZNF408 mutation in our patient cohort, whole exome sequencing (WES) has been conducted for each proband who is negative for mutations in the other four FEVR-associated genes and variants in ZNF408 were assessed for their potential pathogenicity. A novel missense variant, c.G443A:p.R148Q, within the ZNF408 gene was identified in proband 14022004. This variant was not seen in any control database totaling approximately 20,000 individuals, indicating that it is very rare, and might be attributed to a dominant phenotype. Additionally, this variant is conserved in most vertebrates with a PhyloP score of 0.99 out of 1. The functional prediction algorithm Polyphen2 scored this variant as 0.33 which is ''possibly damaging.'' Finally, segregation testing has been conducted for this allele. As shown in Figure 8 , two additional affected family members, 14022001 and 14022003, carry this variant, supporting the idea that this allele is pathogenic.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we performed a comprehensive molecular screen for mutations in all five reported FEVR-associated genes in a large cohort of 92 unrelated FEVR patient families using a targeted NGS approach. As a result, we were able to obtain accurate overall solving rate as well as relative contribution of each known FEVR disease gene. In our report, we were able to identify putative pathogenic mutations for 48% of the patients, which is in line but slightly higher than the estimated 40% rate that we calculated based on published literature.
Our study allows us to obtain accurate estimation of the portion of patients carrying mutations in each known FEVR gene. In our patient cohort, LRP5 and FZD4 are most frequently mutated, each accounting for 19% and 15%, respectively. Mutation in NDP and TSPN12 are less frequent 
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with each accounting for 7% and 6%. The ZNF408 gene is the most rare, with only one patient identified in our study. Variable frequency of mutation in these known FEVR disease genes have been reported by several previous studies. One main reason for the variation is due to smaller sample size. This is best demonstrated by a study by Boonstra et al., 5 in which eight of a cohort of 20 had FZD4 mutation, providing an outlier mutation frequency of 40% when compared to similar studies. In contrast, as a total of 92 probands were examined in our study, it allows better estimation of the mutation incidence, particularly for the ones at lower frequencies. Indeed, if we sum all previous studies together, the average frequency for mutation in each gene is similar to what is observed in our study. Another reason for the variation may come from differences in ethnicity. Examining other outliers in previous studies, we see a significantly lower than average number of cases attributed to FZD4 mutations in an Indian cohort examined by Nallathambi et al., 12 of only 3%. However, an additional outlier study by Qin et al. 10 showed a similar frequency in a cohort of Chinese descent, while other cohorts were reported to have higher frequencies (Kondo et al. 2 with 20%, and Jia et al. 7 with 31%). As FEVR presents in the majority of cases as a dominant disease, it is expected that purifying selection limits ethnic or founder effect on associated mutation frequency. It is interesting to note that despite a few outliers, the overall mutation frequency is similar across all FEVR patients of many studied ethnicities. This observation can be explained by a model where the mutations for rare dominant disease are under negative selection pressure; therefore, is mainly due to sporadic mutation rather than founder effect. Indeed, in our study, no highly recurrent alleles have been identified. Further enforcing the notion, in respect to the mutation frequency of each FEVR disease gene, the frequency of mutations identified in this study strongly correlated with the length of each gene (e.g., 21 variants were found in LRP5, which has the largest coding region of the five genes). A Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.95 is observed when comparing the mutation load of FZD4, LRP5, TSPAN12, and LRP5 to the coding region size of each gene. It follows that the expectation of larger genetic regions being subject to increased frequency of mutation should apply to the four major FEVR genes.
Consistent with the idea that most of the alleles we identified in the FEVR patients are sporadic, newly occurring mutations, most of the alleles identified in our study are private and have never been reported before. Of the 48 alleles identified in this study, over 85% (41/48) are novel. The quantity of known variants discovered correlates well with the amount of previous work reported on each gene. The FZD4 was the first discovered, and is the most studied FEVR disease gene. In our patient cohort, four of six known variants were found in this gene. We expect that the portion of novel mutant alleles found in these genes will continue to be high. Therefore, to achieve a high detection rate when performing molecular diagnosis, it is essential to use sequencing based methods rather than hybridization based methods, where only reported alleles are interrogated. The NGS method used in this report allowed us to efficiently identify all of the most probable causative variants in known disease-associated genes within a large FEVR cohort at low cost.
In addition to known FEVR-associated disease genes, each proband was screened for potential mutations in all known retinal disease-related genes using a capture panel. Each proband that was negative for mutations in genes associated with FEVR was examined for other potential mutations in this collection of genes. One interesting feature of other types of retinal degeneration diseases is their extensive overlap in FIGURE 7 . Pedigree and mutation segregation of TSPAN12 mutation carried in family 0810.
clinical symptoms and genetic abnormalities. For example, it has been observed that mutations in the same gene can lead to different clinical phenotypes. In contrast, no convincing pathogenic variants in other known retinal disease genes have been identified in our patient cohort. This is consistent with the idea that FEVR is primarily caused by vascular development defect in the retina, a mechanism that is different from many retinal diseases. The discovery of FEVR-related disease genes has significant contribution to our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of angiogenesis in the retina, a key aspect of many common retinal diseases, such as age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and diabetic retinopathy. For example, the involvement of Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway in vascular development in the retina was first supported in 2002 from a study by Robitaille et al. 36 linking FZD4 mutations to FEVR. 36 As early as 1996, Wnt/b-catenin signaling was being linked to changes in vascular development. 37 Although FEVR was initially well characterized by its retinal vasculature centered phenotype, it wasn't until after FZD4 mutations were discovered in FEVR patients that the pathway and disease could be linked. Despite the comprehensive screen for all known FEVR and other retinal disease genes, the molecular cause in approximately 52% of our probands remain unsolved. Therefore, it represents an exciting opportunity for identification of novel FEVR disease genes, which might provide novel insights into angiogenesis in the retina. In summary, a significant portion of FEVR patients (approximately 50%) can be diagnosed by mutations in one of the five genes. This molecular diagnosis, together with clinical phenotype, potentially provide useful information for disease diagnosis, prognosis, and genetic counseling. This is particularly valuable given the phenotypic variation found even within the same family. In the meantime, due to the sporadic nature of FEVR, the frequency of any specific variant in the affected population is small. As such, additional studies using high throughput methods, such as targeted capture NGS, are essential to obtain a complete list of potentially causative mutations and help to improve our ability to interpret the clinical significance of rare variants.
